NEW EASY CAMP AIRUP INFLATABLE FAMILY TENTS OFFER QUALITY AND WALLET-FRIENDLY VALUE
Celebrate summer from the moment you arrive with this
purse-pleasing range of inflatable, fast pitching family air
tents. The all-new Easy Camp AirUp range is a breath of
fresh air for families, couples and friends looking for great
value, hassle-free holidays. Convenient, comfy and
crammed with practical features, you might be surprised at
what you can get for your money.
The air technology takes the stress out of pitching, quickly
inflating the individual tubes into a sturdy frame without
the need for poles. Sleeping between five and six people,
and packed with handy storage, this range makes extra
comfy camping even more affordable.
During the day, you can relax in the light, airy living area with ample height and large windows. At
night you’ll sleep well thanks to the great ventilation and bug-proof panels, which are essential for
summer camping in the UK. For a real homely comfy feel, add carpets, footprints and a choice of
lighting, folding camping furniture and inflatable sofas from the comprehensive range of Easy Camp
accessories.
Rest assured that an AirUp tent offers everything needed to live life
outdoors in comfort and safety. They are made from quality fireretardant PU-coated polyester with a hydrostatic head of 3,000mm to
beat unexpected summer rain. Pitching is fast and simple, with
separate air tubes being quickly and easily inflated by attaching the
supplied efficient pump to the handy input/output valves. Twin
guylines spread the strain in high winds for secure pegging.
Comfort is guaranteed with a special inside/outside tube
construction creating generous living space and ample headroom
for relaxing and eating behind the large, curtained windows.
Practical features include sewn-in groundsheets that fold down at
the outer doors for hazard-free access, two zip sliders to front and
side doors for flexible opening options, efficient rear ventilation
with guy-out protective panel and Sleep-Tight inners that reduce
light entering the bedrooms to ensure peaceful rest.
AirUp comprises three models:
Base Air 500 (above right) – Perfect for active family short breaks, sleeps five in two bedrooms.
Match Air 500 (above left) – Also sleeping five in two bedrooms,
the tent features a large front porch that protects the door and
provides a sheltered area outside under which to sit, change
from wet clothing and for protected storage.
Arena Air 600 (right) – Ideal for active families enjoying longer
breaks, this tent has three zones: outer wet area, inner living

area and bedroom that sleeps six with a divider for privacy. The front that can be rolled away to
leave a deep canopy.
For further information about Easy Camp inflatable tents, including prices and to find your nearest
dealer, visit easycamp.com
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